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Jim campbell employs computer technology to create works of art that illuminate 

ideas about memory, perception, and the passage of time. For his commission at 

the courthouse in denver, he also revolutionizes conventional modes of architec

tural decoration by synthesizing traditional and contemporary visual language. 

whereas artists of earlier eras had to rely on composition and figure postures to 

imply movement in classical friezes and pediment sculptures, campbell’s images 

are truly kinetic. his electronic medium also draws from vernacular imagery of 

the contemporary urban landscape, such as advertisement billboards, theater 

marquees, and sports stadium scoreboards. 

For Broken Wall, located on the exterior of the building, campbell filmed pedes

trians in the denver area (including at the street corner next to the courthouse) 

and converted the footage into low-resolution moving images that are displayed 

on a screen of light-emitting diodes (leds). The imagery is purposefully very 

spare—almost like shadow puppets. The moving silhouettes are easily recogniz

able, but details are obscured. The framing and pacing of the movements create 

poetic meaning out of everyday experiences. 

To create this artwork, campbell chose to infill an obsolete entryway with a grid 

of glass blocks and leds. like a pointillist painting, the leds create dots or pixels 

of light that collectively form an image. The image is set in motion by a simple 

computer program that controls the timing and illumination pattern of the leds. 

campbell chose to bring his work to street level by installing a series of glass-block 

columns along the entire length of the building. The lighting of these columns 

corresponds in real time to the fluctuations of the imagery on the larger screen. 

The columns also provide a sculptural presence during sunlight hours, when the 

brightness of the leds is not apparent. 

campbell continued his work with two elements inside the building. he made the 

exterior glass-block screen of Broken Wall two-sided, and thus its reverse surface 

is visible from the lobby. The Colorado, a three-panel led companion piece to 

Broken Wall, is also located in the building’s lobby. In three successive images, 

campbell shows the whitewater rapids of the colorado river, which appear to flow 

from panel to panel. JP/Sh c
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Jim	campbell was born in chicago in 1�56 and now lives in San Francisco. he earned a degree 

in electrical engineering and mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 

cambridge in 1��8. Individual exhibitions of campbell’s work include Jim Campbell: Home 

Movies (2008) at the berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive of the university of 

california, berkeley, and Quantizing Effects: The Liminal Art of Jim Campbell (2005) orga

nized by SITe Santa Fe in new Mexico. campbell’s work also has been included in dozens of 

group exhibitions over the past two decades, including California video (2008) at the J. Paul 

Getty Museum in los Angeles; Phantasmagoria: specters of Absence (200�) at biblioteca 

luis Ángel Arango in bogotá, colombia; Balance and Power: Performance and surveillance in 

video Art (2006) at brandeis university’s rose Art Museum in waltham, Massachusetts; and 

the 2002 biennial exhibition at the whitney Museum of American Art in new York. campbell’s 

public art projects include Annonciation/Annunciation (2006) with benjamin bergery at the 

historic church of Saint-Sulpice in Paris; Ocean Mirror (2005) at the university of california, 

San Francisco; and Primal Graphics (2002) presented by creative Time at battery Park in new 

York. 
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